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Bumpy Ride to the Election: Our Monthly Survey
of the Economy, Interest Rates, and Markets

The two presidential debates so far are unlikely to
cause historians to forget Lincoln vs. Douglas. The debates,
like the primaries and election season, underscore the deep
divides in America. These divides do not run along tradi-
tional lines of party, region, or even wealth, but indicate
new fault lines that will define the political landscape long
after this election is over.

We have heard again and again that the current politi-
cal season is like no other. After the votes are counted, the
bitterness of election season has historically given way to
euphoria on one side and grudging acceptance on the other,
creating an environment allowing normal functioning of
government. If past is precedent, even this bitter election
period will fade as the nation moves forward with its first
new leader in eight years.

THE ECONOMY, INTEREST RATES, AND EARN-
INGS
The final revision to second-quarter GDP nudged growth to
a not-great 1.4%, but that was still better than the advance
and preliminary readings in the 1.1% range. Most of the
trends in the advance report continued to be evident in the
final report, with just modest revisions. Growth continues
to be led by a strong consumer, with personal consumption
expenditures rising 4.3%. Exports swung to positive after
three negative quarters.

The most notable change from the second to third GDP
estimate was that non-residential fixed investment – regarded
as a proxy for capital spending – increased by 1.0% in the
third estimate; in the first and second GDP estimates, this
category was negative.

This is an important indicator. If companies are not
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sustainably investing in their operations, positive momen-
tum in goods orders, purchasing managers’ intentions, and
ultimately consumer activity will prove transitory.

At the same time, 2Q16 GDP showed that investments
in technology, structures and technology equipment remained
negative. Distributors have been slow to replenish stockpiles,
causing distributor purchases to lag final demand. Govern-
ment spending was a net negative in 2Q16, but that could
change in the second half of calendar 2016.

Economists are broadly expecting a 2%-3% reading in
third-quarter GPD. To get GPD back above 2% or even 2.5%
will require continued strength by the consumer, sustained
recovery in capital spending, and a better inventory number,
reflecting a more favorable match between sales into and out
of distribution. Government spending should also pick up as
the election draws near.

Even with the modest upward revision to the second-
quarter reading, GDP growth for 2016 is unlikely to reach
2% and may come in around 1.7%-1.8%. We are modeling
second-half GDP to average 2.5% in 3Q and 4Q. Second-
half recovery assumes stabilization in global currencies and
commodities, and continuing recovery in resource and emerg-
ing economies.

GDP growth in the 2.5% range will also require ongo-
ing leadership from the domestic consumer segment along
with accelerating industrial activity, which has lately shown
some positive signs. The ISM manufacturing index in Sep-
tember climbed back above the 50 level that delineates ex-
pansion from contraction. The non-manufacturing ISM for
September was even stronger, coming in at 57.1. September
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nonfarm payrolls growth, while below consensus, continues
to paint the picture of a gradually growing economy. Mean-
while, wage growth continues to accelerate, reflecting and ben-
efiting all workers, not just new hires.

We continue to look for 2017 GDP growth of 2.3%, with
growth consistent across most quarters. We have effectively
pushed out our economic growth timeline for the U.S. economy,
which has also had the effect of pushing out our expectations
for Federal Reserve rate policy. As currencies and commodity
prices continue to stabilize across 2016 and into 2017, the en-
vironment should become more favorable for growth. At the
same time, monetary policy will not become meaningfully re-
strictive until well into next year.

Few investors expected a September rate hike by the Fed-
eral Open Policy Committee, the Federal Reserve’s policy arm.
Even fewer expect a hike in October ahead of the presidential
election, now less than a month away.

Without a doubt, however, the market is beginning to
accept the imminence and even the inevitability of a Fed rate
hike at the December FOMC meeting. That is not to say that
Fed governors and regional bank presidents are speaking with
one voice: commentary from rate hawks may be more promi-
nent, but rate doves are speaking out as well. The Fed chair
herself, however, appears to be making the case for the need to
hike rates in order to preempt inflation.

The short-end of the curve, including the three-month
bill which is most sensitive to Fed fund rate futures, is back at
25 basis points, after breaking out to 30 basis points a month
ago on now-faded speculation about a September hike. A year
ago in October 2015, the three-month bill yield was -0.03 bps.
The market was still fighting the idea that the easy money era
was ending.

The 10-year is now persistently trading in the 1.7% area
on expectations that any rate hike will eventually ripple up the
yield curve. Even with recent upward pressure, the long end of
the curve shows yields that are well below year-ago levels.
The five-year note yield is 1.22% at present, up 14 basis points
from a month ago but 14 basis points below the comparable
yield a year ago. The 10-year yield at 1.72%, up slightly month-
over-month but well below the 2.43% level prevailing a year
ago.

While the current yield curve is more weakly sloped than
the curve from one year ago, we see few signs of imminent
recession. The consumer remains in good shape and there are
signs that the global industrial economy is coming back to life.
Given weak productivity growth and sub-par capital invest-
ment, we expect rates at the long end to rise only gradually,
while short-term rates will be dictated by the Fed.

As we noted a month ago, our $119.75 forecast for 2016
EPS growth implies just 1.4% growth. The profits drag from
energy which impacted 2Q16 EPS continues to overhang 3Q16
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EPS as well. Year-over-year dollar comparisons are also a
bigger drag to earnings than we had anticipated across the
middle quarters of 2016.

The EPS outlook, according to Peter, brightens for the
final quarter of 2016 and into 2017. The Fed’s measure of
the MTP (major trading partners) U.S. dollar is down mid-
single-digit percentages from January highs, which should
ease comparisons and help lift earnings going forward. In-
dustrial commodity prices, manufacturing & services new
orders, and manufacturing & services export orders have all
moved up meaningfully off winter lows.

Signs of an improvement in oil supply and demand is
also helping the oil complex. The U.S., which acts as swing
producer, cut production from low-profit wells for over a
year. The U.S. is now adding to production, but just mod-
estly, with a focus on only re-starting very efficient wells in
the most productive shales.

Time will tell if OPEC will honor its new production
freeze announced in September, which even Russia’s Putin
has agreed to honor. Even if OPEC’s pledge does not di-
rectly lift oil prices, it could serve as a floor on WTI and
Brent. On 10/10/16, oil prices hit a one-year high, and that
is positive for overall S&P EPS for multiple reasons.

For 2017 we continue to look for EPS in the $134
range; off the lower forecast 2016 base, we are now antici-
pating 12% growth in 2017 EPS, compared with our earlier
10% growth projection. Also off our lower projection, 2016
comparisons will be easier to beat in 2017. To get to double-
digit EPS growth in 2017, we need stable currency, com-
modities and energy prices; we also need the emerging
economies to resume their growth role.

DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL MARKETS
In terms of year-to-date total return, which captures appre-
ciation and dividends, the major domestic indexes in aggre-
gate are about one percentage point higher than they were a
month ago. But the composition of that improvement is not
equally spread across all indexes.

The Nasdaq has advanced nearly 2.6 percentage points
in the past month, whereas the DJIA has edged up just 0.5%.
The best performer among domestic indexes is the Russell
2000. This shift is also visible in the divide between growth
and value stocks. Large-cap growth is up a few percentage
points this year, while large-cap value is down about 5%.

Taken together, these preference shifts signal that af-
ter more than a year of caution, investors are again turning
to smaller-cap, lower-income, and less-seasoned names.
Once the election is decided and investors can again turn their
full attention to the final two months of trading, we expect
these tendencies favoring more risk-on indexes to intensify.

Standard & Poor’s has officially added an eleventh
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sector, Real Estate, which has been carved out of the fi-
nancial services sector. As of month-end September 2016,
the first month in which S&P showed the 11 sectors, the
financial services sector comprised 12.8% market weight;
and the real estate sector comprised 3.1%.

Real Estate did not choose an auspicious time for its
launch. The pressure on rates is upward, and the market
accepts that a rate hike is likely in December. Higher rates
impact real estate in two ways. First, in a yield-starved
world, former bond investors have shifted to higher yield
equities such as utilities and REITs. As overall market rates
of interest rise, REIT yields will rise in concert. Assuming
no change in REIT dividend policy, the only way for REIT
yields to rise is for REIT stock prices to come down. Fickle
investors could flee these sectors as rates rise.

REITs have a second concern: rising rates will gradu-
ally push up the cost of financing residential and commer-
cial properties. That fear may be overstated now, given the
near-historical lows in market interest rates and mortgage
rates. But if a yield-seeking equity investor had to choose
between utilities and REITs, the easier choice might be
utilities. For these reasons, we have launched our cover-
age of the REIT sector with a recommended market-weight.

Over the past month, a handful of economically sen-
sitive sectors have gained ground. These include technol-
ogy, energy, and consumer discretionary. At the same time,
defensive areas including consumer staples and utilities are
flat to down. While the election may be garnering all the
headlines, quietly behind the scenes the stock market shows
signs of revving up its usual seasonal attraction to eco-
nomically sensitive names.

Sector measurement is always dependent on your
measurement tool, and sector performance as measured by
S&P, Bloomberg, or a basket of ETFs can vary. According
to Bloomberg, defensive sectors are still in the lead, while
our basket of ETFs shows risk-on moving into the top spot.

For that reason, we will focus more on directional
change than on actual percentage movements. Here, all
agree that the third quarter featured a dramatic shift in in-
vestor preference, reflecting a move away from interest-
rate-sensitive defensive sectors and toward economically
sensitive risk-on sectors.

Our basket of sector ETFs shows energy, materials
and technology now leading for 2016 to date. Energy and
Materials have been top-five sectors nearly all year, but
technology came from way back on the rail during the third
quarter to move into third place.

Utilities and Telecom Services are still in fourth and
fifth place, but another defensive area, consumer staples,
has dropped down to a low-single-digit gain. Financial ser-
vices continue to lag but has perked up in the past month
amid signs that the Fed may be ready to act after Election
Day. The former bull-market-leading healthcare sector is
still out of favor, pressured by promises to cut drug costs
amid the EpiPen black eye, or to shut down the affordable
care act altogether.

Average performance by our global composite im-
proved slightly month-over-month. But once again, the
wealth was not shared equally. Consistent with the pattern
year-to-date, emerging markets and resource economies are
the big winners, while mature economies continue to
underperform.

Even more than emerging, resource economies con-
tinue to lead in 2016. Our resource-nation basket is up over
25%, led by Brazil with Russia a close second. Although
Canada is equally resource-rich, the more diversified Ca-
nadian economy has resulted in our norther neighbor lag-
ging its peers while still leading the global average.

The Americas composite (US, Mexico, Canada, and
Brazil) is similarly benefiting from resources exposure, with
mid-teens gain for the year to date. Aided by Russia and
Brazil, BRIC is up about over 20%, with China proving
able to hold onto a double-digit gain.

The average of “Mature” nation indexes remains
nearly flat for the year with less than a 1% gain. Mature
economies are not only hardly growing, there is little rea-
son to believe that these economies will kick into a higher
gear anytime soon.

CONCLUSION
We believe investors will welcome the clarity that a final
vote brings, regardless of the outcome. We continue to ex-
pect a typically strong close to the 2016 year in the market’s
best quarter.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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